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Final Report of the ad hoc Study Group on High Seas Data 
Standardization/Mobilization 

 
 

Keywords: international collaboration, Pacific salmon, high seas expedition, North Pacific Ocean, 
data mobilization, data rescue 
 
Abstract 
 
The North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission (NPAFC) ad hoc Study Group on High Seas Data 
Standardization/Mobilization Terms of Reference were approved by all Parties at the 2020 NPAFC 
Annual Meeting and membership was finalized in October 2020: Mark Saunders (Chair) from the 
NPAFC/International Year of the Salmon (IYS) Secretariat, Amy Tabata from Canada, Kentaro Honda 
from Japan, Sang-Seon Yun from the Republic of Korea, Aleksey Somov from the Russian Federation, 
and Timothy Frawley from the United States of America. The Study Group has been active in 2021 
and 2022 and has been working in line with the activities outlined in its Terms of Reference. This 
report outlines the activities undertaken by the Study Group since the Interim Report of the Study 
Group was produced in April 2021 (NPAFC Doc. 1982). The activities of the Study Group closely 
aligned with work related to the IYS High Seas Expeditions, specifically the mobilization of data from 
the 2019 and 2020 Gulf of Alaska Expeditions, and preparation for the mobilization of data from the 
2022 Pan-Pacific Winter High Seas Expedition. The partnership between NPAFC and the Tula 
Foundation’s Hakai Institute has been instrumental in these activities with Data Specialists from the 
Hakai Institute leading efforts to mobilize data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions. Dr. Skip 
McKinnell and colleagues have made major efforts to mobilize and describe historical high seas data 
held by the NPAFC Parties, continuing the work that was started by Dr. McKinnell in 2020/21. The 
Russian Federation has also contributed historical high seas datasets to these efforts. The 
recommendations of the Study Group to the NPAFC Committee on Scientific Research and Statistics 
(CSRS) are also outlined in this report, pertaining to: 

- the continuation of efforts to describe and mobilize historical high seas data held by the 
NPAFC Parties; 

- the continued use and development of protocols and standards developed for the 2022 
Expedition by the Parties in future high seas research; 

- the NPAFC Secretariat taking on the role of housing and serving current and future high seas 
data; and 

- the continuation of the Study Group. 
All members of the Study Group discussed, reviewed and approved the recommendations made in this 
report.  

https://npafc.org/wp-content/uploads/Public-Documents/2021/1982-IYSWG.pdf
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List of Acronyms 
 
AWS 
BASIS 
BCF 

Amazon Web Services 
Bering-Aleutian Salmon International Survey 
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, United States 

BCSRIF British Columbia Salmon Restoration and Innovation Fund 
CIOOS 
CKAN 
CSRS 
DFO 
DOI 
ERDDAP 
FAIR 
FAJ 
FRA 
FRB 
FRI 
GBIF 
GOOS 
INPFC 

Canadian Integrated Ocean Observing System 
Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network 
Committee on Scientific Research and Statistics 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
Digital Object Identified 
Environmental Research Division Data Access Protocol 
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable 
Fisheries Agency of Japan 
Fisheries Research Agency 
Fisheries Research Board, Canada 
Fisheries Research Institute, University of Washington 
Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
Global Ocean Observing System 
International North Pacific Fisheries Commission 

IYS 
IYS-OOS 

International Year of the Salmon 
International Year of the Salmon-Ocean Observing System 

NOAA 
NPAFC 
OBIS 
PICES 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission 
Ocean Biodiversity Information System 
North Pacific Marine Science Organization 

SST 
TINRO 
USD 
USSR 

Sea surface temperature 
Russian Pacific Branch of Federal State Budget Scientific Institution 
United States dollars 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
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Overview of Study Group Activities in 2021/22 
 

Members of the Study Group met on three occasions in 2021 (October 27th, November 16th and 
December 1st) and once in 2022 (January 26th). During these meetings, Study Group members 
discussed the data mobilization approach for data from the 2019, 2020 and 2022 IYS High Seas 
Expeditions and the recommendations of the Study Group to the NPAFC Committee on Scientific 
Research and Statistics (CSRS). This included a meeting with the 2022 Expedition Country Leads. 
Other Study Group meeting attendees have included the Hakai Institute Data Specialists, Tim van der 
Stap and Brett Johnson, the NPAFC Web/Publication Manager, William Stanbury, Dr. Skip McKinnell, 
the IYS High Seas Expedition Coordinator, Caroline Graham, the IYS Coordinator, Aidan Schubert, 
and the NPAFC Intern, MacKenzie Kermoade. 
 
Study Group Activities, Progress Summary and Associated Recommendations 

 
1. Review of the current and future high seas data held by NPAFC member countries that if 

made available can inform timely integrated scientific analyses of local and basin scale 
importance 

 
1.1 Summary of progress to date 

 
Dr. Skip McKinnell was contracted by NPAFC to assist the Study Group to review current and future 
high seas data held by the Parties. Dr. McKinnell provided two preliminary datasets from the 
International North Pacific Fisheries Commission (INPFC) era to the NPAFC Secretariat: (1) catch 
and effort and (2) biological sampling in March 2021. Alongside these datasets, Dr. McKinnell also 
provided a Historical North Pacific High Seas Salmon Data Inventory Report that outlined the 
approach taken to mobilize the historical datasets and described the state of historical data held by the 
Parties (NPAFC Doc. 1982, Appendix D). Dr. McKinnell continued working on mobilizing historical 
high seas salmon datasets with Dr. Jordan Watson (NOAA), Dr. Curry Cunningham (University of 
Alaska Fairbanks) and Dr. Joe Langan (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and has provided the NPAFC 
Secretariat with several updated versions of the (1) biological data and (2) catch and effort data, most 
recently in February 2022. An updated version of the Historical Data Inventory Report was provided 
by Dr. McKinnell (Appendix B). Dr. McKinnell is continuing to work with the Study Group to 
describe historical high seas salmon datasets held by the Parties and update the historical biological 
and catch and effort datasets. Aleksey Somov (TINRO) also provided the NPAFC Secretariat with a 
preliminary dataset in March 2021 that includes salmon-related high seas research trawls and driftnet 
stations from expeditions conducted by NPAFC member countries since 1992. The data that were 
consolidated and provided to the NPAFC Secretariat by Dr. McKinnell and Mr. Somov cover the 
1950s to the 2010s and provide a comprehensive base on which to build through continued efforts by 
the Parties to describe and mobilize historical datasets to ensure that these historical data can be made 
findable, accessible and reusable, and ideally interoperable in the future.  
 

1.2 Recommendations 
 
The Study Group recommends endorsing Dr. McKinnell’s Historical Data Report as a definitive 
description of historical high seas data held by NPAFC member countries and recommends that the 
CSRS update this report annually. Furthermore, the Study Group recommends that the ad hoc Study 
Group on High Seas Data Standardization/Mobilization remain active indefinietly to ensure that 
historical data held by the Parties continues to be described and mobilized, to undertake updates of Dr. 
McKinnell’s data archive and to continue collaborative efforts between the Parties related to data 
standardization and mobilization.  
 

https://npafc.org/wp-content/uploads/Public-Documents/2021/1982-IYSWG.pdf
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2. Investigation of the methods for high seas data standardization and integration into open 
access database networks for rapid mobilization and dissemination 

 
2.1 Summary of progress 

 
The NPAFC Secretariat partnered with the Tula Foundation’s Hakai Institute to mobilize data from the 
2019, 2020 and 2022 High Seas Expeditions using the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) 
framework to standardize data and a federated approach to mobilizing metadata. This approach is 
described in the IYS Data Mobilization Strategic Recommendations Report (NPAFC Doc. 1982, 
Appendix C) and the Data Mobilization Communications Plan (NPAFC Doc. 1982, Appendix E). To 
test this approach and demonstrate the workflow, the Hakai Institute, in collaboration with the IYS 
Secretariat and High Seas Expedition scientists, mobilized a number of datasets from the 2019 and 
2020 Expeditions using GOOS framework. These data were published to the Ocean Biodiversity 
Information System (OBIS), the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), and an 
Environmental Research Division Data Access Protocol (ERDDAP) data server, with metadata records 
providing links to these data provided in the IYS Data Catalogue.  
 
In preparation for the 2022 Expedition, the Study Group and Country Leads for the 2022 Expedition 
jointly discussed and agreed upon the data mobilization approach to be taken to mobilize data from the 
2022 Expedition, that includes the following elements: 

1. The 2022 Expedition IYS Data Policy (Appendix C), which describes the practices related to 
the mobilization and accessibility of data coming off each of the vessels participating in the 
2022 Expedition. 

2. The IYS Data Mobilization web portal, which outlines the data-related expectations for 
scientists participating in the 2022 Expedition and the services that the IYS Data Scientists 
(from the Hakai Institute) will provide. 

3. The IYS Data Template, to be used by the 2022 Expedition scientists to input their data in a 
standardized format, which helps to streamline the data mobilization process to be undertaken 
by the IYS Data Scientists. 

4. The system for tracking samples collected during the 2022 Expedition to ensure that no 
samples get lost in transport and can be located as required. 

 
2.2 Recommendations 

 
These best practices should be implemented by researchers participating in high seas expeditions 
undertaken by NPAFC member countries. 

 

3. Recommendations to the CSRS for standardizing, storing and serving data from the IYS 
High Seas Expeditions 

 
3.1 NPAFC Secretariat to take on the role of storing and serving current and future high 
seas data 

 
Preamble 
 
To ensure that all data collected on the IYS High Seas Expeditions by NPAFC member countries are 
made available and are stored in a central, secure location, the Study Group recommends that the 
NPAFC Secretariat take on the role of storing and serving data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions. 
This will not only support research and management in the immediate future but also for decades to 
come. Furthermore, the historical high seas data mobilized by Dr. McKinnell, Mr. Somov and 
colleagues is equally important to the data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions and is at risk of being 

https://npafc.org/wp-content/uploads/Public-Documents/2021/1982-IYSWG.pdf
https://npafc.org/wp-content/uploads/Public-Documents/2021/1982-IYSWG.pdf
https://obis.org/
https://www.gbif.org/
https://data.cioospacific.ca/erddap/index.html
https://iys.hakai.org/dataset
https://international-year-of-the-salmon.github.io/about/index.html
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lost, if concerted efforts are not made to mobilize them and store them in a central and accessible 
location.  
 
Current Infrastructure 
 
The current data from the IYS Expeditions are stored and served in three places: processed (original) 
data, regardless of scientific discipline, are in an IYS GitHub account, standardized physical and 
biogeochemical data are on the Canadian Integrated Ocean Observing System (CIOOS) Pacific 
ERDDAP server (https://data.cioospacific.ca/erddap/index.html), and standardized trawl data and 
zooplankton data are on OBIS. The GitHub account is used to version control original data—R scripts 
are also stored in the GitHub account (used to standardize data for publication to ERDDAP and 
OBIS). The IYS Data Catalogue developed by the Hakai Institute is hosted on an Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) EC2 instance. Historical high seas data mobilized by Dr. McKinnell, Mr. Somov and 
colleagues are currently being stored on the IYS SharePoint, on the computers of NPAFC Secretariat 
staff and by Dr. McKinnell and Mr. Somov and colleagues. 
 
Recommended Approach to Storing and Serving Data 
 
The Study Group recommends that the NPAFC take ownership of the technical infrastructure put in 
place by the Hakai Institute to mobilize the data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions using the GOOS 
framework and a federated approach to mobilize metadata and access standardized data. This would 
build on the efforts to make these data adhere to the FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, 
reusable) data principles and adhere to the current best practices for data mobilization, globally. 
 
To achieve this, the NPAFC Secretariat would take control of the AWS EC2 instance and the IYS 
GitHub account. A second AWS EC2 instance would be created to host an NPAFC-specific ERDDAP 
server. Raw data and data not ready for public consumption would be stored on a server at the NPAFC 
Secretariat. Larger datasets, such as hydroacoustics and genomics, would need to be hosted on a server 
at the NPAFC Secretariat if the costs to store and download large datasets become unmanageable. The 
NPAFC Secretariat has been in discussions with external data storage and synthesis centres, such as 
the NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information, regarding having very large datasets from 
the IYS Expeditions, such as hydroacoustics data sets, be stored there.  This arrangement may be a 
possibility for current and future datasets that are administered by the NPAFC Secretariat. See Table 1 
for a summary of costs associated with taking over the technical infrastructure established by the 
Hakai Institute. 
 
Table 1.  Infrastructure costs of NPAFC Secretariat taking over data storing and mobilization 
infrastructure established by the Hakai Institute. 
Hardware Cost (CAD) 
AWS EC2 Instance (Comprehensive 
Knowledge Archive Network 
 (CKAN) catalogue) 
AWS EC2 Instance (ERDDAP server) 

$1,400 /year 

GitHub Account $0 

Storage Drives (HD in RAID 5 Array) $3,500 CAD – 24TB usable 

Total $4,900 (first year), $1,400/year thereafter 
 
 
Human Resources  
 
To properly maintain the IYS data catalogue, there should be a dedicated data custodian at the NPAFC 
Secretariat. The knowledge required for this position would be specific. Ideally, the custodian would 

https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/
https://data.cioospacific.ca/erddap/index.html
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need data management experience, familiarity with ERDDAP servers, CKAN catalogues, databases 
such as OBIS, and knowledge in Python or R coding languages. To take on this role, the NPAFC 
Web/Publication Manager would need training and knowledge transfer to take on these duties. The 
Hakai Institute has offered to facilitate this training as part of their partnership with NPAFC through 
funding provided by the British Columbia Salmon Restoration and Innovation Fund (BCSRIF). If the 
NPAFC Web/Publication Manager took on this role, this would be an estimated minimum of 50% of 
his total workload. It is difficult to judge the exact time requirements as this will depend on whether 
high seas expedition data continues to be submitted to the Secretariat after the 2022 Expedition and 
whether the datasets need to be standardized. 
 
Backup / Disaster Recovery / Archiving 
 
Ensuring that the data being housed by the NPAFC Secretariat is adequately backed-up and archived, 
with appropriate disaster recovery infrastructure, is important. The Study Group recommends having 
all backups be cloud-based, and AWS offers geographically redundant servers and utilizing built-in 
AWS backup services would ensure the data stored on the AWS server are backed-up.  
 
Table 2. Cloud-based back-up costs for NPAFC Secretariat to house current and future historical high 
seas data from NPAFC member countries. 
Infrastructure Cost 
AWS Backup: EC2 Instances Amazon Elastic Block Storage (EBS) pricing 

(monthly): 102.40 USD 
 
 

3.2 NPAFC member countries to submit historical and future high seas data to the 
NPAFC Secretariat for housing and serving 

 
To ensure that the historical and future data from NPAFC member countries remain accessible, the 
Study Group recommends that NPAFC member countries submit these data to the Secretariat in the 
case that the Secretariat takes on the role of housing/serving high seas data, as outlined above. 
Furthermore, the Study Group recommends that future historical data be submitted by member 
countries in a standardized format, adhering to the IYS Data Template which was developed for the 
2022 Expedition, or any updated versions that are agreed upon by NPAFC member countries.  
 

3.3 NPAFC Secretariat to produce digital object identifiers (DOI’s) for published 
documents and or/datasets related to high seas data 

 
To ensure that data mobilization best practices are followed, the Study Group recommends that the 
Secretariat produce DOIs for published documents and/or datasets related to high seas data. This helps 
to increase the findability of datasets and documents, as the URL for documents/datasets may change 
through time but the DOI will remain the same. The NPAFC Secretariat already produces DOIs for 
certain documents. There is a membership fee of $275 USD per year plus each DOI costs $1 USD. 

 
3.4 Continuation of the NPAFC ad hoc Study Group on High Seas Data 
Standardization/Mobilization 

 
The Study Group recommends that NPAFC continue the operation of the Study Group beyond 2022. 
This would help to continue building on the significant progress made by the Study Group over the 
past two years in mobilizing historical datasets and providing input to critical data infrastructure and 
policies related to data collected in the Convention Area. Having continued input from all member 
countries into the operation of the Secretariat related to data mobilization, particularly in the case of 
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the Secretariat taking on the role of housing/serving high seas data, is of great importance to ensure 
that the data policies remain relevant and practical.  
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Appendix A: Terms of Reference 
 

 
 

Terms of Reference of the ad hoc Study Group on High Seas Data 
Standardization/Mobilization 

 
 

1. The Committee on Scientific Research and Statistics (CSRS) establishes the ad hoc Study 
Group on High-Seas Data Standardization/Mobilization, hereafter referred to as the Study 
Group, for a period of 2 years.  

2. The Study Group reports to the CSRS.  

3. The Study Group shall consist of:  

a. not more than one representative from each Party, one representative from the 
Secretariat and one technical representative from the Tula Foundation; and  

b. the Study Group may co-opt additional representatives with specific expertise to 
serve on the Study Group as required.  

4. The overall objectives of the Study Group are to review the current state of high seas 
salmon-related data holdings and recommend the CSRS a data management strategy for 
standardizing and mobilizing data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions.  

5. The Study Group will undertake the following activities:  

• Review the current and future high-seas data held by the Parties that if made 
available in standardized form could inform timely integrated scientific analyses 
of local and basin scale importance.  

• Investigate methods for high-seas data standardization and integration into 
accessible open access database networks for rapid mobilization and 
dissemination.  

• Recommend to the CSRS options for standardizing, storing and serving data 
from the IYS High Seas Expeditions.  

• Provide the following deliverables:  

a. Interim report at the 2021 Annual Meeting  

b. Final report with recommendations at the 2022 Annual Meeting  

c. Presentation on progress and recommendations at the 2022 IYS Wrap-
up Symposium. 
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Appendix B: Archive of Oceanic Pacific Salmon Data Version 0.8 
 

 
 

Archive of Oceanic Pacific Salmon Data Version 0.8
 

 
Author: Skip McKinnell, Ph.D. 

Victoria, Canada 
 

Date: March 4, 2022 
 
Abstract 
 
An archive of electronic records of data collected by salmon research vessels in the North Pacific 
Ocean and Bering Sea since the middle of the 20th century has been amassed. Most of the records 
were collected during the INPFC (International North Pacific Fisheries Commission) era that existed 
from 1953-1992. It had three member countries (Canada, Japan, and the United States of America). 
Since it was disbanded, agencies have exhibited variable levels of care for the historical records. These 
data are important because they form the basis of what has been known about Pacific salmon 
abundance and distribution beyond the continental shelves. Assessments of change must be compared 
to them. Although the work is far from complete, in early 2022, the archive includes nearly 25,000 
fishing operations (position, date, catch, effort, sea surface temperature) and over ¾ of a million 
salmon examined (length, weight, sex, age, gonad size). Missing data are common. The archive 
presently contains primarily what had previously been transferred into various electronic formats by 
different agencies. This initial effort to build an archive was to select measurements and observations 
that were commonly collected by different agencies. With a few exceptions, the archive does not 
include observations or measurements that were made by only a single agency. At the moment, the 
archive does not include records of salmon catches or biology that were taken as bycatch in fisheries 
or research activities that were directed at other species (e.g., Chinook salmon in trawl fisheries or 
squid driftnet fisheries), nor does it include BASIS-era research, nor does it include salmon data from 
coastal trawl sampling along the North American coast, primarily from the early part of the 21st 
century. 
 
Acronyms 
 
BASIS Bering-Aleutian Salmon International Survey 
BCF Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, United States (precursor to NOAA/Fisheries) 
DFO Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
FAJ Fisheries Agency of Japan 
FRA Fisheries Research Agency 
FRB Fisheries Research Board, Canada (absorbed by DFO in ~1973) 
FRI Fisheries Research Institute, University of Washington 
INPFC International North Pacific Fisheries Commission (1953-1992) 
IYS International Year of the Salmon 
NPAFC North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission (1993-) 
PICES North Pacific Marine Science Organization (1992-) 
SST Sea surface temperature 
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USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
 
Establishing Common Codes 

Fishing Operations 

The basic unit of sampling salmon in the ocean is a fishing operation which involves the setting and 
retrieving of some gear intended to catch fish. Gillnets, for example, consisted of multiple panels of 
net strung together with a floating cork line and weighted lead line that were set, typically at dusk, and 
retrieved in the morning. Each panel had a constant mesh size, but panels of different mesh sizes were 
often strung together in an attempt to reduce the selectivity of the gear. Note that gillnets require that 
salmon be moving to be caught. Floating longlines with baited hooks were set and retrieved within a 
couple of hours, typically at dawn or dusk. This type of gear requires salmon to be interested in 
feeding on dead fish in order to be caught. The most common bait was salted anchovy, often imported 
from Japan where the technique was developed. Purse seine and trawl hauls can occur many times per 
day. Neither requires a salmon to be moving, but if they are, different set directions can yield different 
levels of catch depending on how the gear is oriented relative to the direction of movement. When it 
was reported, set direction was included in the records. Comparisons of catches by different gear types 
have been made for gillnet, purse seine and longline but not for trawls (INPFC Bulletin 26). 

Historical paper and electronic records from some agencies include catches made by sunken gillnets, 
primarily from the late 1950s and early 1960s. These operations were eventually abandoned as catches 
were generally much lower than nets suspended from the surface. As they were few in number 
compared with surface sets and because they generally caught few salmon, they were not included in 
this version of the archive. Likewise, hook and line fishing and troll fishing were inconsequential 
during this era, so they were not included in the archive.  

Missing Values 

A fundamental approach was to define variables/fields as either a character variable or a numerical 
value. Therefore, missing value codes had to adhere to this principle. Missing data for numerical 
variables are values that do not exist in nature, e.g., zero for lengths or weights, 999 for compass 
directions, negative wind speeds, etc. Steelhead catches were not recorded by some agencies in some 
years, so the missing value was set as -1. As missing age was designated as 9 in freshwater age and 
ocean age. 

Haul Identification Code 

A 12-byte primary merge code was developed to link a salmon or a catch to a unique time and place.  

Haul Identification Code 

A 12-byte primary merge code was developed to link a salmon or a catch to a unique time and place.  

VVYYYYDOYnnn 

VV – vessel code (see Appendix 1) 

YYYY – year 

DOY – haul day of year 

nnn – Haul number1 

Day of Year 

Day of year of the haul was used as part of the Haul ID code as it uses 3 bytes rather than 4 for 
MMDD. US/BCF reported the set date (only) so 1 day was added to gillnet operations to get the haul 

 
1 Multiple sets hauled on the same day were given different numbers. 
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date, unless there was some indication was provided that the net was deployed and hauled during one 
day. Likewise, if only haul date was provided, set date was determined by subtracting one day unless 
auxiliary information (e.g., set/haul times) suggested otherwise. 

Haul Number 

Japan and the U.S.A. typically identified fishing operations as sequential numbers for each operation 
within each cruise beginning with 1. Rarely, the same haul number was used for 2 gears deployed at 1 
location so the haul number of one of the gear types had to be changed to a unique value. Initially, 
Canada assigned all operations that occurred at one place on the ocean with the same number. 
Different hauls had to be identified by their occurrence on different dates. These were replaced by 
sequential haul numbers when necessary. The FRI rekeying of Japanese research vessel data created 
haul numbers that continued incrementing across cruises and years rather than within cruise and year. 
This was changed to create sequential set numbers, beginning with 1, within cruises. Of note, nothing 
precludes the use of alphabetical characters in the haul number portion of the Haul Identification Code 
for future operations. If only numbers are used the maximum number of events in a single day is 
limited to 999.  If that is insufficient for a project, using alphabetical letters as well would provide for 
at least 363 unique events using (0-9, A-Z), even more if capital and small letters are used. 

Time 

Identifying when during a day or night a fishing operation occurred varied among and within nations. 
If times were recorded, choices included the start or end of a set, and the start or end of a haul but 
often only one or two of these times was reported in the electronic records, even if all times had been 
recorded initially. Retrieval times of individual sections of gear within an operation are rarely if ever 
recorded but could be interpolated from start and end times. For some agencies, time was reported 
simply as night or day or some similar type of coding; Japan had 4 coded times. Some operations have 
a reported time, but without indicating which aspect of gear operation time was used. Time zones have 
not (yet) been standardized because it may take some further study to understand which was used. At 
this stage, fishing times in the archive are as they were reported. 

Archive Data Organization 

Data have been organized as three files that are interlinked by Haul ID Code: 1) Station/fishing data, 
2) salmon catch data, and 3) salmon biological data. The format of all three record types is comma-
separated variables (.CSV) with the variables order as follows: 

Haul records 

1. Haul Identification Code 
2. Country of vessel 
3. Gear (G-gillnet, P-purse seine, L-longline) 
4. Set Date/time (ISO format) – some or all parts of this field may be missing 
5. Haul Date/time (ISO format) - some or all parts of this field may be missing 
6. Set duration (hours) – primarily BCF data only 
7. Latitude (N) – decimal degrees 
8. Longitude – decimal degrees 
9. Hemisphere (E/W/' ') 
10. Sea surface temperature (°C) 
11. Effort: Gillnet – number of tans (50m panels), Longline – number of shackles/hachi, Purse 
seine (number of minutes), Trawl (number of hours). 
12. Set Direction 1 – compass degrees (true) 
13. Set Direction 2 – compass degrees (true); sometimes a set would start in one direction then 
change to another. 
14. Wind speed – m/s 
15. Wind direction – compass degrees (true) 
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16. Bottom depth (m) 
 
Various agencies reported different environmental conditions during a fishing operation. Sea surface 
temperature (SST) was included in this version of the archive as it was common to almost all records. 
An expansion of these records to include other fields could be undertaken but the data may not be 
found in all sources. Not that purse seine effort was recorded as coded durations of minutes (1=0-5, 
2=6-15,  3=16-25, 4=26-35, 5=36-45, 6=46-55, 7=56-65, 8=66-75, 9= >75 MIN  0=round haul). The 
codes were replaced by the midpoints of each intervals.  
 
If bottom depth was missing from a source record, it was filled in using the NOAA global database “1 
arc-minute global relief model” (ETOPO1, doi:10.7289/V5C8276M)2.2    
 
Catch records 
 
1. Haul Identification Code 
2. Gear (as above) 
3. Numbers of sockeye salmon 
4. Numbers of chum salmon 
5. Numbers of pink salmon 
6. Numbers of coho salmon 
7. Numbers of chinook salmon 
8. Numbers of steelhead trout 
 
If the catch of a species (esp. steelhead trout) was intentionally not counted, a '-1' can be found in the 
catch field. A -1 occurs rarely for species other than steelhead, but there are some occasions. When a 
gillnet was retrieved in a tangled ball, only the pink and or chum may have been counted.  
 
Occasionally, counts by species of the numbers of post smolts (juveniles) caught was recorded as well 
as the total catch by species. They can be readily identified by length. The subset of catches of young 
fish can be found in the file AGE0.TXT. 
 
Biological records 
 
1. Haul Identification Code 
2. Gear (as above) 
3. Mesh size (mm or 999=missing, or not appropriate for this gear) 
4. Species code (1=sockeye, 2=chum, 3=pink, 4=coho, 5=chinook, 6=steelhead) 
5. Fork length (mm) – 0=missing 
6. Body weight (g) – assumed to be round weight, 0=missing 
7. Sex (1=male, 2=female, 0=unknown) 
8. Age (xy where x= FW annuli, y=SW annuli, 9=missing) 
9. Stomach Fullness (0=empty, 1=trace,  2=medium,  3=full, 4=distended, X=not measured) 
10. Gonad weight (g) – 0=missing 
11. Gonad width (mm) – FRI only, 0-missing 
12. Tag code (999999 = missing/untagged) 
13. Fork length anomaly (s.d.) - from the ocean-age-specific average for the species 
14. Body weight anomaly (s.d.) - from the ocean-age-specific average for the species 
15. Weight:length anomaly (s.d.) - from the ocean-age-specific average for the species 
 

 
2 https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/; NOAA National Geophysical Data Center. 2009: ETOPO1 1 Arc-Minute Global 

Relief Model. NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information. Accessed [29 March 2015]. 
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Sources 
 
Canada 
 
A relatively complete list of Canadian high seas salmon fishing operations (catch and effort) came to 
the author from Dr. Kate Myers (retired), who had received it from Dr. Marc Trudel (DFO), who 
acquired it from Dr. David Welch (formerly DFO, now Kintama Research Corp.). The list was 
developed in the 1990s when Dr. Welch was developing an hypothesis about thermal limits to salmon 
distribution. The station/catch records span the entire INPFC era. Many of these records were 
published in the Fisheries Research Board manuscript report (Turner & Aro 1968). The list of 
operations did not include the results of winter and fall 1997 cruises by the W.E. Ricker (Welch et al. 
2002a, 2002b). Few salmon were caught in the March 1997 cruise while many were caught in the 
November 1997 cruise. Table 2 of Welch et al. (2002b) lists the locations and catch by haul of each 
operation in sequential order. SST by operation was reported in Table 3 along with SST at CTD-only 
locations. The reported dates and times of each measurement appear in time-ordered sequence.  
 
Electronic sources of the salmon biological data have, for the most part, been lost or destroyed but 
some recovery of detailed biological data was possible from paper documents. The data from 1956 
(Neave & Manzer 1956), 1957 (Manzer & Neave 1957) and 1958 (Manzer & Neave 1958) were 
published in INFPC Documents or Annual Reports. The author rekeyed these records about 10 years 
ago to create a small collection of biological records for about 6000 fish. The individual fish records 
from 1967 were backed up to paper in the form of a manuscript report (Turner et al. 1968). These were 
scanned by and OCR by library staff at the Institute of Ocean Sciences and edited by the author. 
Recently, files with nearly complete data for 1959 (files for chinook and steelhead are missing or were 
never sampled) and complete data for 1961 have been recovered from boxes that were previously part 
of the PBS Scientific Archive (Record Group AC). 
 
Bridge log, catch, and biological data from cooperative cruises with Russian scientists during the 
1990s on the R.V. TINRO provided some of the first trawl catches of salmon in the eastern North 
Pacific. The last use of gillnet and longline by Canada was the 1992 cruise to examine the effects of 
the 1991/92 El Niño (Welch et al. 1992). 
 
Japan 
 
Salmon research vessels – Reporting of salmon catch data by Japan was variable during the INPFC 
era. Until 1959 the number of research vessels conducting exploratory fishing was low. Catches by 
vessel, station, and species from 1956-1959 can be found in INPFC Annual Reports. When the number 
of salmon research vessels increased dramatically, there was a period when only catch summaries 
appeared in INPFC reports. Later, very detailed salmon catches by vessel, station, gear, and mesh size 
(gillnets) reappeared in INPFC Documents. Currently, there is no source of data for the years 1960 to 
1971. At present, the salmon data archive begins in 1972. The full provenance is unknown (see 
U.S./FRI section below).  
 
Hokkaido University – Data from the mid 1950s to the 2000s were reported by two Hokkaido 
University training vessels, Hokusei maru and Oshoro maru. From 1953, over 300,000 salmon were 
measured. The biological data are unique in this present archive as they extend into the 21st century. 
The original records are found in annual reports of Hokkaido University in a series named Data record 
of oceanographic observations and exploratory fishing, published by the School of Fisheries Sciences. 
With financial support from PICES and Japanese funding sources, data from these publications were 
put in spreadsheets and distributed as Vol. 1 (Hydrography) and Vol. 2 (Fisheries).  
 
The fisheries data are organized primarily as four file types for each cruise: (a) vessel position and 
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associated bridge log data, (b) salmon catch by mesh size, (c) fishing effort (tans) by mesh size, and 
(d) biological measurements. In later years, a fifth file type for non-salmonid data was added, but these 
have not been included in the salmon data archive. Each of the file types occurs in its own folder. 
Unique file names for each cruise allow the file types to be linked. In three of four file types, a station 
identifier (typically a 7-byte alphanumeric, e.g., HOG6501) occurs on each record allowing the 
different types of data for one fishing operation to be linked. Unfortunately, the matching station 
identifiers are not used in the biological records so there is no shared key to the associated catch, 
effort, and fishing location information. In the biological records, a station identifier might be 
something like G01 or F01, which has been interpreted as the first station where samples were taken. 
An assumption was made that the station order, G01-G16 corresponds to station identifiers HOG6501-
HOG6516 in the corresponding position, effort, and catch files. Most of the time this was correct. 
 
The general design of the HUFODAT data formats was unwieldy. Of note, a few cruises had samples 
taken at stations where there was no catch recorded. Likewise, finding stations with more biological 
samples than fish catch was not uncommon but it was particularly evident where no catch had been 
recorded for a station (Hokusei maru in the early 1960s). As these catch records can still be found in 
the printed reports, they were transcribed by the author when possible. The 1959 catch was recorded 
only as a percentage of each species rather than numbers of individuals. Biological measurements 
were included in the archive even if the salmon did not appear in the catch records.   
 
U.S.A. 
 
INPFC era high seas sampling was conducted by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (Fish and 
Wildlife Service) and by ongoing contracts to the University of Washington (Fisheries Research 
Institute). A primary role of the former was to learn about the distribution of Pacific salmon species in 
the North Pacific, while the latter was to catch and released tagged salmon. Tag recoveries provided 
critical information about the nature of intermingling of salmon of different origins in various parts of 
the ocean.  
 
FRI - Data in electronic format include catch and effort by FRI vessels (1955-1991) and biological 
sampling which is separated into two themes: specimens retained, and tag releases (See Appendix 3). 
They used the FRI age format (numbers of freshwater circuli, numbers of saltwater circuli). The 
saltwater age field was also used to indicate an age estimated from length as well as age determined 
from scale reading (values >5). Except for pink salmon, ages estimated from length were not retained 
as there are no descriptions (found to date) of how they were estimated. As length data are available, 
researchers can make their own estimations of age from length according to whatever procedures they 
can justify. Freshwater age of pink and chum salmon was always deemed to be zero, but if no 
saltwater age was provided, then chum salmon ocean age was set to 9 to indicate a missing age. Pink 
salmon less than 290 mm fork length were deemed age 00 and those larger were deemed age 01. 
 
BCF - Vessel/Cruise/Set – Building a unique primary key (vessel+time/place) was a challenge because 
the BCF did not indicate a vessel name or code in the catch/effort files (See Appendix 4). Each cruise 
was given a number code. Generally, these were assigned sequentially beginning in 1955. A separate 
lookup table was used to determine which vessels were associated with each cruise number. Problems 
arose when deviations from this pattern occurred. In 1967, for example, the KELEZ had three cruises. 
The first was assigned #40. The second and third cruises that year were assigned 41-2 and 41-3, and 
the vessel name field was changed to KELEZ 2 and KELEZ 3, from KELEZ. In 1969, cruise #45 and 
cruise #46 were conducted by the KELEZ. Cruise #47 was used for both the FREEMAN and the 
KELEZ. To distinguish them, the FREEMAN cruise was #47 and the last two cruises of the KELEZ 
were #47-3 and #47-4. This hyphenated cruise numbering system does not appear in the BCF salmon 
catch file. The lookup table, mentioned above, also reports set numbers used on a particular cruise. In 
many cases set numbers were sequential within a cruise, but in some cases, the set numbering 
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sequence was interrupted and assigned to another vessel. It was possible, given a year and a set 
number, to determine the vessel and cruise number. This lookup file also identified which gear was 
associated with which station. Most of the fishing was done with gillnets but a few records indicated 
that the gear used was longline. Eventually it was discovered that longline was used primarily on these 
cruises but at some of the “longline” stations, both longline and small amounts of gillnet had been 
deployed. The hauling of two gear types at one station required assigning unique haul numbers to each 
gear to be consistent with the archive format. 
 
Dates/times 
 
Following a practice that was initiated at the end of the INPFC era, the date used to identify when an 
operation occurred is the date when the retrieval of the gear began rather than when the gear was 
deployed. This is primarily a distinction that is required when using gillnets as they typically soak 
overnight and are hauled on the day after deployment. Across agencies and years, the date used to 
identify when an operation occurred was variable. Haul date was adopted for the present archive. It 
was not uncommon to find that authors made no mention of which date was used for gillnet 
operations. By examining the dates and times of a sequence of operations it was possible to rule out 
one or the other. The following gives an example of how this was achieved.   
 
Canada – Table 2 in Morris & Welch (1992) does not indicate whether dates are set dates or haul dates 
but there is a clue. Station 19, a gillnet deployment, occurred at 1100 hours on 21 March and  was 
retrieve at 1548 hours the same day according to a textual description in report. At Station 20, a gillnet 
was deployed on 21 March at 1915 hours and retrieved the following morning. March 21, the reported 
date of the operation, has a retrieval time of 0915 so the date reported must be the set date for this 
operation. It was assumed that other overnight gillnet operations on this cruise were reported by set 
date. This issue also occurred in reports of the 1987 and 1988 cruises of the W.E. Ricker (LeBrasseur 
et al. 1987, 1988). The occurrence of longline and gillnet stations on the same date and location 
suggests that reported dates were haul dates so one day was subtracted from haul date to create set date 
for these two years. In 1959, reported dates are more likely to be set dates so one day was added to it 
to create a haul date. 
 
BCF – Set/haul times were not reported in the source data. Only the soak time of the gillnets was 
reported so a “Soak Time” field was created in the archive primarily to accommodate this type of 
reporting. Set times were generally around 17:00 and haul times around 06:00 (Hanavan & Tanonaka 
1959). 
 
FRI – The date reported in the source data was start of set date. Times were start of set time. As the 
primary key is haul day of year, gillnet hauls were deemed to have occurred on the day after the set 
unless there was indication to suggest otherwise (day time set/haul). For purse seine, longline, trawl 
operations, haul date equals set date, so no adjustment was required.   
 
Japan – Catch and effort data were coded by FRI using FRI codes. Haul/set numbers had been 
assigned sequentially across vessels and years leaving a possibility that they would exceed 999. 
Therefore, for the archive new set numbers were created to be sequential within year and vessel. If two 
gear types were hauled on the same day, each gear was given a different haul number. Likewise, if a 
fishing operation involved gear deployment using two compass directions (e.g., setting the first half of 
the gear in one direction, then turning 90 degrees for the second half) and the data had been recorded 
separately for each direction, they were considered to be two hauls.  
 
Records in the FRI/Japan file had been identified as either a Catch record or a Release record. Some 
operations had only a Catch record, so it was assumed that no tagging was done that day. Some have 
only a Release record which was interpreted to mean that all fish caught were tagged and released. 
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Where both a Catch and a Release record occurred, the numbers of each species on the Release record 
was always less than or equal to the numbers recorded on the Catch record. It was assumed that Catch 
records indicate the total numbers caught in the fishing operation and Release records indicate, of the 
numbers caught, the numbers that were tagged and released. As the types of records (C only, R only, 
C+R) that might appear at a station was inconsistent, some additional programming was required to 
determine whether a Release record could also be considered as a Catch record.  
 
U.S.S.R. - U.S.A cooperative sampling program 
 
Beginning in 1983, salmon and steelhead catches aboard U.S.S.R. salmon fishing research vessels 
appeared in the FRI data. Cooperative sampling of salmon and steelhead on the high seas by TINRO 
scientists, accompanied by FRI scientists conducted. The following was taken from the 1983 Annual 
Report of the INPFC (pg. 89) where fishing practices on the Nemirov were described. 
 
Methods of catch processing and tagging were nearly identical to those used in U.S. salmon research. 
Tags were standard red-and-white 3/4-in discs, placed just behind the dorsal fin. TINRO scientists 
collected scales from the area just below the middle or posterior half of the dorsal fin, about 1/3 to 1/2 
of the way toward the lateral line. U.S. scientists also took scale(s) from each fish tagged or examined, 
from the standard INPFC-preferred area of the fish's body. During the third sampling leg, when no 
U.S. personnel were aboard, TINRO scientists took data and scales (from the INPFC-preferred area) 
for the United States. TINRO granted the United States full co-proprietorship of data collected during 
the entire season. 
 
Next Steps 

• Develop a new file type with greater detail about gear types in order to partition salmon catch 
among mesh sizes, for example. 

• Consider whether early 21st century North American coastal trawl catches and biological data, 
such as what lead to the publications in Grimes et al. (2007), should be included. 

• Continue to encourage Japanese scientists to include historical salmon research vessel data. 
• Include Russian and U.S. BASIS era catch and biological data (age, length, body weight, 

gonad weight, sex). 
• Link catches with NPAFC tagging database by adding Haul Identification Numbers as a new 

field, and more generally, consider how to add stock identification field(s) to the biological 
data. 

• Decrease the number of missing tag numbers of fish released by examining old tagging reports. 
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Appendix 1. Vessel Codes 
 
Vessel Code (archive) is a new code developed for the salmon data archive, Vessel Code (NPAFC 
Tagging) is from Doc. 1145 or national metadata, Vessel Name and Country are self-explanatory, 
and Vessel Code (National) was a code used within a host nation. 
 

Vessel Code 
(Archive) 

Vessel Code 
(NPAFC tagging) 

Vessel Name Country Vessel Code 
(National) 

AH  ARCTIC HARVESTER C  

AJ  ANITA J C  

AK L ALASKA U L 

AO  APOI J R03 

AP E A.P.KNIGHT C  

AR  ARIISO J R63 

AT  ATTU U  

BA  BERTHA ANN U  

C1 B CANADIAN NO.1 C  

CB  COBB U  
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CF F CAPE FLATTERY U F 

CH  CHALLENGER C C 

CL  CELTIC U  

CM  COMMANDER U C 

CR  CALIFORNIA ROSE U A 

EK  EIKO J R71 

ET  ETSUZAN J R36 

FK  FUKUHO J R67 

FM  MILLER FREEMAN U  

FR 8 FORT ROSS C F 

HB  HABOMAI NO.21 J R20 

HO  HOKUSEI J R06 

HM  HOKO NO.25 J R65 

HK  HOKKO J R08 

HR  HIROTA J R09 

HS  HOKUSHIN J R02 

HU  HOKUHO J R23 

HY  HOYO NO.67 J R27 

HT  HOTAKA J R29 

HZ  HOYO NO.81 J R28 

HX  HOYO NO.53 J R30 

HW  HOYO NO.12 J R31 

HY H HARMONY U H 

I1 D INVESTIGATOR NO.1 C  

IW  IWAKI J R17 

IT  IWATE J R21 

GB A G.B.REED C  

KA  KAIYO J R00 

KB  KAIUN J R33 

KG G KRISTEN GAIL U G 

KI  KAGAMI J R64 

KJ  KUJI J R14 

KN  KANKI NO.58 J R35 

KU  KANKI NO.3 J R37 

KK  KITAKAMA J R16 

KM  KUMAMOTO_1 J R18 

KM  KUMAMOTO J R22 

KN  KANO J  

KO  KOSHO_5 J R62 

KT T KAREN T U T 

KW W KEY WEST II C K 

KY  KOYO J R11 

KZ K KELEZ U K 

MK  MITKOF U  

MS 4 MIDNIGHT SUN C  

MV M MARINE VIEW U M 

MY  MIYAKO J R12 

NU  NUISANCE IV U  

NV N NEMIROV R N 

OP O OCEAN PRIDE U O 

OS  OSHORO J R05 

OY  OYASHIO J R07 

PG  PARAGON U  

PN  PIONEER U  

RA  RIASU J R15 

R2  RIASU NO.2 J R19 

R1  RIASU NO.1 J R38 
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RK  W.E.RICKER C  

RN R REKNOWN U R 

SH  SHOYO J R40 

SK 1 SKARDALE C  

SM S ST MICHAEL U S 

SO  SHUNYO J R50 

SQ C T.W.SEA QUEEN C  

SR  SHINRIASU J R34 

ST X STORM U X 

SW W SEAWITCH U W 

SY  SHINYO J R25 

TE  TENYO J  

TK  TORDENSKJOLD U  

TN P TINRO R P 

TO  TO-O J R26 

TO  TO-O J R39 

TS  TSUKIYAMA NO.1 J  

TY  TAKUYO J R10 

VQ  VIKING QUEEN U  

WC 2 WESTERN CRUSADER C  

WP 3 WESTERN PRODUCER C  

WS  WAKASHIO J R01 

WT  WAKATAKE J R32 

WR  WAKATORI J R43 

WW U WINDWARD U U 

ZL 6 T.W.ZELLEY C  

ZT  ZAVITINSK R Z 

AE  ALASKAN ENDEAVOR U 9 

BE  BRISTOL EXPLORER U 8 

EE  EPIC EXPLORER U 5 

NE  NORTHWEST EXPLORER U 2 

OD  OSCAR DYSON U 3 

SS  SEA STORM U 1 

JF  SIR JOHN FRANKLIN C  
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Appendix 2. Canadian sampling 
 
Early INPFC reports provide detailed explanations of fishing operations and biological sampling. 
Fishing was done usually overnight with gillnets of varying mesh sizes and length. An extract from 
the 1957 report (INPFC Doc. 192) shows that changes occurred in the early years when the programs 
were just beginning. 
 
Each individual net, or shackle, was 50 fathoms long and 20 feet deep. In 1957, however, the 4½" 
mesh was the dominant mesh size, the ratio to 2½", 3 ¼" and 5 ¼" stretch measure mesh nets 
initially being 3 to 1. In 1956, the 5¼" net was dominant to the other mesh sizes in the same ratio. 
 
Between gillnet stations as well as during their occupation, oceanographic and plankton data were 
also collected. The data recorded included: 
 
Gillnet stations 

1. Salmon catches and fishing effort: 
1. number of shackles of different mesh size 
2. duration and time of fishing 
3. capture of salmon by mesh size 
4. capture of salmon according to position in gillnet 
5. fork length of all salmon 
6. sample of scales from area posterior to dorsal fin from all salmon possible. 

2. Oceanographic observations at the beginning and end of each gillnet set: 
1. bathythermograph cast to 137 meters (450 feet) 
2. temperature and salinity observations at the surface and 10 meters at all stations, and 25, 

50, 75, 100, 150, 200 and 300 meters at some stations 
3. total phosphates at 10 meters 
4. water color and transparency based on Secchi disk readings 
5. state of sea. 

3. Plankton 
1. vertical tow from 150 meters 
2. 10-minute horizontal tow 
3. night-light fishing by suspending a light overboard to within 12 inches of the water's 

surface. 
 
Between gillnet stations 

1. Oceanographic observations. Observations similar to those made at gillnet stations 
excluding water samples below 10 meters were made at 0200, 0800, 1400, and 2000 hrs. 
while travelling. 

2. Plankton. Continuous sampling for surface plankton using the ship's saltwater system. 
 
In the laboratory 

1. As many of the following data as possible were obtained from each salmon: 
1. total weight 
2. gonad weight 
3. age 
4. stomach contents 

 
Gear and Equipment 

1. Gillnets: One to four gangs of nylon surface gillnets were used, each gang consisting of 3 
shackles of ¼" mesh web interspaced with one each of 2 ½", 3 ¼" and 4 ½" mesh web. Each 
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shackle was 20 feet deep, measured 50 fathoms in length along the corkline and 52.5 
fathoms along the leadline, and regardless of mesh size, was hung in 50% on the corkline. 

2. Plankton net: Standard ''NorPac'' plankton nets were used, 45 cm. in diameter, 2 meters in 
length, and made of 0.33 mm. nylon mesh. 

3. Night-light: Consisted of 100-watt bulb and 12 inch white enamel reflector. 
4. Bathythermographs: Recording temperatures to a depth of 137 meters were used. 
5. Secchi discs measured 30 cm. in diameter. 
6. Water bottles, some with reversing thermometers, were used for obtaining water samples 

and temperatures at various depths. 
 

Explanation of Tables 
1. Salmon catches by each vessel are presented in chronological order of occupation of each 

station. 
2. Observation positions were obtained by dead reckoning. 
3. Times of observations are recorded in Pacific Daylight Time. 
4. Wind directions indicate direction from which wind was blowing and wind force is recorded 

in the Beaufort scale. 
5. Lengths recorded are "fork lengths" (from tip of snout to fork of tail) obtained from fish 

before brine freezing, and are recorded in centimeters. 
6. Fish weights were obtained from thawed specimens and are recorded in pounds and ounces. 
7. Total age is given for each fish but in the case of sockeye, coho and chinook salmon the 

period spent in freshwater is represented by the numerical subscript. 
8. Gonad weights were obtained from thawed specimens and are recorded in grams. 
9. The position salmon were caught in gillnets was recorded as either the top (T) or bottom (B) 

half of the net. 
10. Stomach contents are indicated according to Order. Frequency of occurrence and the 

percentage which each constituent comprised of the total volume are given for each station. 
Trace items (i.e. those less than 0.25 cc.) are represented by "Tr". 

 
 

Longline fishing 
 

Detailed descriptions of Canadian longline fishing on the high seas from 1961 to 1967 can be found 
in Turner and Aro (1968), a manuscript report published by the Fisheries Research Board of 
Canada, on seven years of high seas fishing with longlines. Gear, deployment, and retrieval are 
discussed in detail. Longline fishing by the United States was described as follows: 

 
From 1963 to 1966, United States vessels, operated by the Fisheries Research Institute of the 
University of Washington, also longlined in the eastern North Pacific. Results were published in 
Annual Reports of the International North Pacific Fisheries Commission. In 1967, the Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game conducted longlining of the coast of South-eastern Alaska. Results 
were reported in a series of progress reports released during the 1967 season. In most cases the 
Canadian and United States programs were planned cooperatively and their results are 
complementary. For this reason data from the United States programs have been included in the 
catch per unit effort maps. 

 
Catch 

1. Set number: Longline set numbers were allotted consecutively throughout the season for 
each vessel. If gillnets were also used, gillnet set numbers use the same number allotted to 
the longline set made on the morning the gillnet was picked up. 

2. Skate group: Catches were recorded as having occurred in a certain skate group (not by 
individual skate). Codes 1 through 10 indicate skate groups 1 to 50 in increments of 5 
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skates, i.e. Code 1= skates 1 to 5, 2= skates 6 to 10, etc. up to 10. Codes 11-15 indicate skate 
groups in increments of 10; Code 11= 1 to 10, Code 12=11 to 20, etc. Code 16= skates 6 to 
16, 17= skates 16 to 25, 18= 26 to 35, and 19= 36 to 45. 

3. Precise times are not recorded. Time of day: 1= standard set at dawn, 2= standard set at 
dusk, 3= standard set during daylight hours, 4= experimental set. In 1967 two series of 
experimental sets were carried out at intervals throughout the night and day using small 
amounts of gear with a reduced soaking time of 20 minutes. 

4. Non-salmonid: Salmon catches are reported in absolute numbers. Catches of birds, pomfret 
(Brama japonica), and other animals (mostly other fish and fur seals). For non-salmonids, 
blanks indicate no catch information and letter codes for abundance are: A= present in catch 
in unknown numbers, B= Low catch (estimate <20), C= Moderate catch (estimate of 20-50), 
and D= High catch (estimate >50). 

 
Tagging 

1. Tag type: 0= cattle tag, 5 digit number with prefix ‘A’, 8= 11/16” red Peterson disc, 5 digit 
number with prefix ‘M’ 

2. Tag number: 5 digit number with letter prefix 
3. Scale number: 2 digit number with letter prefix 
4. Species code: INPFC standard 
5. Condition: [released] 1= good, 2= fair, 3= poor, [retained] 4= dead or killed as sample 
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Appendix 3. U.S. (FRI) Record Formats for Station, Effort, Catch 
 

This information was copied from format references that accompanied the electronic data (primarily  80 byte 
card images). 

 
FISHING EFFORT, CATCH, AND OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA 
THERE ARE 2 RECORDS FOR EACH OPERATION. 
THE FIRST LINE IS FISHING EFFORT AND CATCH INFORMATION. 
THE SECOND LINE IS OCEANOGRAPHIC AND WEATHER DATA. 

 
FISHING EFFORT AND CATCH RECORD: 
COL 1 = GEAR 

1=PURSE SEINE 2=GILLNET 3=LONGLINE 
4=TRAP 5=TROLL 6=BEACH SEINE 

COL 2-6 = INPFC STATISTICAL AREA: 5 DEGREES LONGITUDE X 2 DEGREES LATITUDE 
-COL 2 = HEMISPHERE (E OR W) 
-COL 3-4 = 5 DEGREE LONGITUDE CODE - 

FROM A LONGITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 5, EASTWARD FOR 5 DEGREES 
(E.G., 75=175 00'E-179 59'E; 80=180 00'-175 01'W) 

-COL 5-6 = 2 DEGREE N. LATITUDE CODE - 
FROM A LATITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 2, NORTHWARD FOR 2 DEGREES 
(E.G., 48=48 00'-49 59'N) 

COL 7-10 = LONGITUDE (E.G., 7524=175 24') 
COL 11-14 = N. LATITUDE (E.G., 4946=49 46'N) 
COL 15-18 = SET NUMBER 
-COL 15 = VESSEL CODE 

A=CALIFORNIA ROSE C=COMMANDER H=HARMONY 
F=CAPE FLATTERY G=KRISTEN GAIL K=KELEZ L=ALASKA 
M=MARINE VIEW N=NEMIROV O=OCEAN PRIDE P=TINRO 
R=RENOWN S=ST. MICHAEL T=KAREN T U=WINDWARD 
W=SEAWITCH X=STORM Z=ZAVITINSK 

-COL 16-18 = SET NUMBER 
COL 19-24 = DATE (MONTH DAY YEAR) 
COL 25-27 = DAY NO. (JULIAN DATE) 
COL 28-30 = TIME OF SET, IN 24 HOUR SYSTEM AND TENTHS OF HOURS 

(E.G., 134=01:25 PM) 
COL 31 = TOW TIME 
-PURSE SEINE - DURATION FROM WHEN NET IS FULLY OUT UNTIL START OF CLOSING 

1=0-5 MIN 2=6-15 MIN 3=16-25 MIN 4=26-35 MIN 
5=36-45 MIN 6=46-55 MIN 7=56-65 MIN 8=66-75 MIN 
9=MORE THAN 75 MIN 0=ROUND HAUL 

-LONGLINE - TIME BETWEEN LAST HOOK ENTERING WATER AND 1ST HOOK RETREIVED 
COL 32 = DIRECTION OF OPENING OF NET IF HELD OPEN 

1=NE 2=E 3=SE 4=S 5=SW 6=W 7=NW 8=N 
9=UNKNOWN 0=ROUND HAUL 

COL 33 = EFFECTIVENESS OF HAUL 
-PURSE SEINE - 1=EXCELLENT 2=CORKS SANK 3=PREDATORS IN VICINITY 

4=NET TORN BY PRED. 5=NET TORN MECHANICALLY 
6=SKIFF FAILURE 7=MECH. OR VESSEL FAILURE 
8=OPENING TOO NARROW 9=OTHERS 0=TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE 

-LONGLINE - 1=EXCELLENT 2=CATCH PROBABLY AFFECTED BY PREDATORS, 
BIRDS, SNARLING, WEATHER, DELAYS, ETC. 

3=TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE 
COL 34-35 = IF LONGLINE, NO. OF SKATES FISHED EFFECTIVELY 
COL 36 = INVERTEBRATES (NO ENTRY IF LONGLINE) 

1=AURELIA 2=CYANEA 3=COMB JELLYFISH AND SALPS 
4=MIXED JELLYFISH 5=MOLLUSCS ONLY 6=CRUSTACEANS ONLY 
7=AURELIA AND OTHER INVERTS 8=CYANEA AND OTHER INVERTS 
9=COMB JELLYFISH, SALPS, AND OTHER INVERTS 
0=MIXED JELLYFISH, SALPS, AND OTHER INVERTS 

COL 37 = QUANTITY OF INVERTEBRATES 
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1=UP TO 1 GAL. 2=1 GAL-1 BARREL3 
3=1-5 BARRELS 4=6-10 BARR. 5=11-20 BARR. 
6=21-30 BARR. 7=31-40 BARR. 8=41-50 BARR. 
9=51+ BARR. 0=1-15 GAL.(UP TO 1/2 BARR.) 

COL 38 = MARINE MAMMALS PRESENT 
1=WHALES 2=SEA LIONS 3=FUR SEALS 4=HARBOR SEALS 
5=PORPOISES 6=MIXED TYPES 7=SEA LIONS + FUR SEALS 
8= SEA LIONS + PORPOISES 9=MIXED TYPES (NO SEA LIONS) 

COL 39-58 = CATCH OF OCEAN AGE .0 SALMONIDS, BY SPECIES 
-COL 39-42 = AGE .0 SOCKEYE 
-COL 43-46 = AGE .0 CHUM 
-COL 47-50 = AGE .0 PINK 
-COL 51-53 = AGE .0 COHO 
-COL 54-56 = AGE .0 CHINOOK 
-COL 57-58 = AGE .0 STEELHEAD 
COL 59-78 = TOTAL CATCH OF SALMONIDS, INCLUDING AGE .0 
-COL 59-62 = SOCKEYE 
-COL 63-66 = CHUM 
-COL 67-70 = PINK 
-COL 71-73 = COHO 
-COL 74-76 = CHINOOK 
-COL 77-78 = STEELHEAD 
COL 79 = OTHER SPECIES (NON-SALMONID FISH) 

1=PREDATORS (SHARKS, ETC) 2=MIXED NONPREDATOR SPP. 
3=MIXED PRED.S AND OTHER SPP 4=ATKA MACKEREL 
5=HERRING 6=SMELT 7=SAURIES 8=SABLEFISH 
9=COD-LIKE FISHES 0=MACKERELS-TUNAS, ETC. 

COL 80 = UNUSED 
 
 
OCEANOGRAPHIC RECORD: 
COL 1-30 = SAME AS FOR FISHING EFFORT AND CATCH RECORD 
COL 31-32 = SECCHI DISK READING, IN FEET 

0-99=DEPTH IN FEET WHERE DISK IS JUST VISIBLE 
COL 33-34 = AIR TEMPERATURE, IN WHOLE DEGREES FARENHEIT 
COL 35-37 = SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE, IN TENTHS OF DEGREES CENTIGRADE 

(E.G., 085=8.5 C) 
COL 38-40 = DEPTH, IN FATHOMS (001-998); 999=OVER 998 FATHOMS 
COL 41 = SEA STATE 
COL 42 = SWELL 
-CODING FOR COL 41 AND 42: 0=LESS THAN 1 FT. 1=1 1/2 FT. 

2=3 FT 3=5 FT 4=6 1/2 FT 5=8 FT 6=9 1/2 FT 
7=11 FT 8=13 FT  9=14 FT 

COL 43 = DIRECTION WIND IS BLOWING FROM 
1=NE 2=E 3=SE 4=S 5=SW 6=W 7=NW 8=N 
9=UNKNOWN 

COL 44 = WIND FORCE OR SPEED 
0=0 KNOTS 1=1-3 KN 2=4-6 KN 3=7-10 KN 4=11-16 KN 
5=17-21 KN 6=22-27 KN 7=28-33 KN 8=34-40 KN 
9=OVER 40 KN 

COL 45 = CLOUDS AND WEATHER 
0=CLOUD COVER 1/2 OR LESS 1=CLOUD COVER OVER 1/2 
4=FOG 5 DRIZZLE 6=RAIN 7=SNOW 8=SHOWERS 
9=THUNDERSTORM 

COL 46 = TIDE STAGE 
1=LOW SLACK 2=EARLY FLOOD 3=MID FLOOD 4=LATE FLOOD 
5=HIGH SLACK 6=EARLY EBB 7=MID EBB 8=LATE EBB 
9=UNKNOWN 

COL 47 = DIRECTION TOWARD WHICH TIDE OR CURRENT FLOWS 
1=NE 2=E 3=SE 4=S 5=SW 6=W 7=NW 8=N 
9=UNKNOWN 

COL 48-49 = FORCE OR SPEED OF TIDE OR CURRENT IN TENTHS OF KNOTS 
 

ONE BARREL = 31 1/2 GAL. 
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(E.G., 11=1.1 KNOTS) 
COL 50-52 = BATHYTHERMOGRAPH (BT) SLIDE NUMBER 
COL 53-80 = NOT USED 

 
FORMAT AND CODING FOR SPECIMEN DATA 
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS FOR EACH FISH EXAMINED. 
COLUMNS 1-30 ARE THE SAME IN THE SPECIMEN AND TAGGING DATA FILES. 

 
COL 1 = AGENCY: 1=FRI 
COL 2-6 = INPFC STATISTICAL AREA: 5 DEGREES LONGITUDE X 2 DEGREES LATITUDE 
-COL 2 = HEMISPHERE (E OR W) 
-COL 3-4 = 5 DEGREE LONGITUDE CODE - 

FROM A LONGITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 5, EASTWARD FOR 5 DEGREES 
(E.G., 75=175 00'E-179 59'E; 80=180 00'-175 01'W) 

-COL 5-6 = 2 DEGREE N. LATITUDE CODE - 
FROM A LATITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 2, NORTHWARD FOR 2 DEGREES 
(E.G., 48=48 00'-49 59'N) 

COL 7-10 = LONGITUDE (E.G., 7524=175 24') 
COL 11 = BLANK 

(NOTE: LATITUDE, SET, AND DATE ARE OFFSET 1 COL. FROM EFFORT FORM) 
COL 12-15 = N. LATITUDE (E.G., 4946=49 46'N) 
COL 16-19 = SET NUMBER 
-COL 16 = VESSEL CODE 

A=CALIFORNIA ROSE C=COMMANDER H=HARMONY 
F=CAPE FLATTERY G=KRISTEN GAIL K=KELEZ L=ALASKA 
M=MARINE VIEW N=NEMIROV O=OCEAN PRIDE P=TINRO 
R=RENOWN S=ST. MICHAEL T=KAREN T U=WINDWARD 
W=SEAWITCH X=STORM Z=ZAVITINSK 

-COL 17-19 = SET NUMBER 
COL 20-25 = DATE (MONTH DAY YEAR) 
COL 26 = GEAR 

1=PURSE SEINE 2=GILLNET 3=LONGLINE 
4=TRAP 5=TROLL 6=BEACH SEINE 

COL 27 = DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT OF FISH IF NET HELD OPEN 
(OPPOSITE FROM TOW DIRECTION ON EFFORT FORM) 
1=NE 2=E 3=SE 4=S 5=SW 6=W 7=NW 8=N 
0=ROUND HAUL DASH=UNKNOWN OR LONGLINE 

COL 28-30 = DAY NO. (JULIAN DATE) 
COL 31-39 = (UNUSED) 
COL 40 = SPECIES 

1=SOCKEYE 2=CHUM 3=PINK 4=COHO 5=CHINOOK 
6=STEELHEAD 7=UNKNOWN 8=MASU 

COL 41-43 = LENGTH TSFT (TIP OF SNOUT TO FORK OF TAIL) 
COL 44 = INJURY 

1=WOUND BY UNKNOWN CAUSES (E.G., PREDATOR) 
2=JAW WOUND (I.E., HOOKING) 3=LAMPREY WOUND 
4=NET MARKS 5=HEALED PREDATOR WOUND 
6=FISH TRANSFERRED FROM TAGGING FORM 

COL 45-47 = SCALE NUMBER 
-COL 45 = SCALE CARD LETTER 

BEGIN WITH 'A', EACH SET; RUN ALPHABETICALLY 
-COL 46-47 = POSITION NUMBER OF SCALE ON CARD 
COL 48-50 = (UNUSED) 
COL 51-52 = AGE 
-COL 51 = NUMBER OF FRESHWATER ANNULI 

0-5=FRESHWATER ANNULI 
BLANK=NOT READ OR UNREADABLE; 
OR ZERO FW ANNULI FOR PINK AND CHUM ONLY 

-COL 52 = NUMBER OF SALTWATER ANNULI 
0-5=SALTWATER ANNULI 
6-8=0 TO 2 SALTWATER ANNULI DEDUCED FROM LENGTH FREQUENCY 
9=3 OR MORE SALTWATER ANNULI DEDUCED FROM LENGTH 

COL 53 = SEX 1=MALE 2=FEMALE 
0=EXAMINED BUT UNABLE TO DETERMINE 
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COL 54-56 = GONAD MEASUREMENT [1956-82] 
WIDEST PART OF LARGEST TESTIS OR WIDTH OF 5 EGGS 
TO NEAREST 0.5 MM (E.G., 190=19 MM TESTIS) 
000=EXAMINED BUT UNABLE TO DETERMINE 

COL 57 = STOMACH VOLUME 
0=EMPTY 1=TRACE 2=MEDIUM 3=FULL 4=DISTENDED 

COL 58-61 = WEIGHT: WHOLE BODY WEIGHT, IN GRAMS 
COL 62-72 = FOOD ITEMS; BLANK=ABSENT 1=PRESENT 
-COL 62 = FISH 
-COL 63 = SQUID 
-COL 64 = MOLLUSC 
-COL 65 = CRUSTACEANS (UNABLE TO IDENTIFY TO ORDER) 
-COL 66 = AMPHIPOD 
-COL 67 = COPEPOD 
-COL 68 = EUPHAUSIID 
-COL 69 = DECAPOD 
-COL 70 = MYSIDS 
-COL 71 = UNIDENTIFIED 
-COL 72 = DIGESTED 
COL 73 = BAIT - NO. OF LONGLINE BAIT IN STOMACH 
COL 74 = (UNUSED) 
COL 75 = MATURITY, DETERMINED FROM LENGTH 

7=UNKNOWN 8=MATURE 9=IMMATURE 
COL 76-79 = (UNUSED) 
COL 80 = LOCATION OF TAGGING: 1=VESSEL 2=BARGE 

 
 
FORMAT AND CODING FOR TAG RELEASE DATA 
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS FOR EACH FISH TAGGED. 
COLUMNS 1-30 ARE THE SAME FOR THE TAGGING AND SPECIMEN DATA FILES. 

 
COL 1 = AGENCY: 1=FRI 
COL 2-6 = INPFC STATISTICAL AREA: 5 DEGREES LONGITUDE X 2 DEGREES LATITUDE 
-COL 2 = HEMISPHERE (E OR W) 
-COL 3-4 = 5 DEGREE LONGITUDE CODE - 

FROM A LONGITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 5, EASTWARD FOR 5 DEGREES 
(E.G., 75=175 00'E-179 59'E; 80=180 00'-175 01'W) 

-COL 5-6 = 2 DEGREE N. LATITUDE CODE - 
FROM A LATITUDE DIVISIBLE BY 2, NORTHWARD FOR 2 DEGREES 
(E.G., 48=48 00'-49 59'N) 

COL 7-10 = LONGITUDE (E.G., 7524=175 24') 
COL 11 = BLANK 

(NOTE: LATITUDE, SET, AND DATE ARE OFFSET 1 COL. FROM EFFORT FORM) 
COL 12-15 = N. LATITUDE (E.G., 4946=49 46'N) 
COL 16-19 = SET NUMBER 
-COL 16 = VESSEL CODE 

A=CALIFORNIA ROSE C=COMMANDER H=HARMONY 
F=CAPE FLATTERY G=KRISTEN GAIL K=KELEZ L=ALASKA 
M=MARINE VIEW N=NEMIROV O=OCEAN PRIDE P=TINRO 
R=RENOWN S=ST. MICHAEL T=KAREN T U=WINDWARD 
W=SEAWITCH X=STORM Z=ZAVITINSK 

-COL 17-19 = SET NUMBER 
COL 20-25 = DATE (MONTH DAY YEAR) 
COL 26 = GEAR 

1=PURSE SEINE 2=GILLNET 3=LONGLINE 
4=TRAP 5=TROLL 6=BEACH SEINE 

COL 27 = DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT OF FISH IF NET HELD OPEN 
(OPPOSITE FROM TOW DIRECTION ON EFFORT FORM) 
1=NE 2=E 3=SE 4=S 5=SW 6=W 7=NW 8=N 
0=ROUND HAUL   DASH=UNKNOWN OR LONGLINE 

 
COL 28-33 FORMAT DIFFERS BY PERIOD: (1956-68) AND (1969-PRESENT) 

1956-1968: 
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COL 28 = CONDITION - GENERAL CONDITION OF WHOLE SAMPLE RELEASED 
1=EXCELLENT 2=MODERATE INJURY 3=CONSIDERABLE INJURY 

COL 29 = ANESTHETIC 
1=NO ANESTHETIC 2=MS-222 3=QUINALDINE 

COL 30 = METHOD OF HANDLING 
1=STANDARD TANK PORT SIDE 2=STANDARD TANK STARBOARD SIDE 
2=TAGGED FROM STANDARD BUNT 3=TAGGED FROM FLOATING BUNT 
4=TAGGED FROM LONGLINE 4=TAGGED FROM DECK BUCKET 

COL 31 = TAG TYPE AND COLOR 
1=.75" RED AND WHITE PETERSEN DISK 
2=.5" WHITE PETERSEN DISK 
3=.0625" SOFT WHITE SPAGHETTI TUBE 
4=.0625" SOFT YELLOW SPAGHETTI TUBE 
5=.0625" HARD WHITE SPAGHETTI TUBE 
6=DART TUBE 7=DOUBLE TAG: 1 + 3 
9=DENNISON INJECTION TAG 

COL 32-33 = PERSON TAGGING THE FISH (CODES FOR 51 INDIVIDUALS) 
1969-PRESENT: 
COL 28-30 = DAY NO. (JULIAN DATE) 
COL 31-33 = TAG TYPE AND COLOR (OVER 25 DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS) 
-COL 31-32 = TAG TYPE 

01=.75" PETERSEN DISK 02=.5" PETERSEN DISK 
03,04=.0625" SOFT SPAGHETTI TUBE 05=.0625" HARD SPAGHETTI TUBE 
06=DART TUBE 07=KNOTTED TUBE 09=DENNISON FLAG 
10=DENNISON TUBE 11=CARLIN DANGLER 
50=.75" DISK + DENNISON TUBE 
52=DENNISON TUBE + DENNISON TUBE 

-COL 33 = COLOR 
1=RED AND WHITE 2=WHITE 3=YELLOW 4=ORANGE 
5=GREEN 6=BLUE 7=RED 8=INTL. ORANGE 

 
COL 34-39 = TAG NUMBER  
COL 40 = SPECIES 
   1=SOCKEYE 2=CHUM 3=PINK 4=COHO 5=CHINOOK 
   6=STEELHEAD 7=UNKNOWN 8=MASU  
COL 41-43 = LENGTH TSFT (TIP OF SNOUT TO FORK OF TAIL) 
COL 44 = CONDITION OF FISH  
   BLANK=1=GOOD, OR SCALING LESS THAN 10% 
   2=SCALING 10-25% 3=SCALING 25-50% 4=FISH DIED AFTER TAGGING 
   5=HOOK WOUND 6=SCALING UNDER 10%, WITH PREDATOR WOUND 

7=SCALING 10-25%, WITH PREDATOR WOUND 
8=SCALING 25-50%, WITH PREDATOR WOUND 9=NET MARKS 

COL 45-47 = SCALE NUMBER 
-COL 45 = SCALE CARD LETTER 

BEGIN WITH 'A', EACH SET; RUN ALPHABETICALLY 
-COL 46-47 = POSITION NUMBER OF SCALE ON CARD 
COL 48-50 = (UNUSED FOR TAG RELEASE) 
COL 51-52 = AGE AT RELEASE 
-COL 51 = NUMBER OF FRESHWATER ANNULI 

0-5=FRESHWATER ANNULI 
BLANK=NOT READ OR UNREADABLE; 
OR ZERO FW ANNULI FOR PINK AND CHUM ONLY 

-COL 52 = NUMBER OF SALTWATER ANNULI 
0-5=SALTWATER ANNULI 
6-8=0 TO 2 SALTWATER ANNULI DEDUCED FROM LENGTH FREQUENCY 
9=3 OR MORE SALTWATER ANNULI DEDUCED FROM LENGTH 

COL 53-74 = (UNUSED FOR TAG RELEASE) 
COL 75 = MATURITY, DETERMINED FROM LENGTH 

7=UNKNOWN 8=MATURE 9=IMMATURE 
COL 80 = LOCATION OF TAGGING 1=VESSEL 2=BARGE 
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Appendix 4. U.S.A. (BCF formats) 
 

Longline stations 
 

COL 1-3 = CRUISE NUMBER 
COL 4 = GEAR TYPE 
   G-GILLNET L-LONGLINE U-TRAMMEL NET A-TROLLING X-EXPERIMENT 
COL 5-6 = SET NUMBER 
COL 7 = N-NIGHT SET D-DAY SET 
COL 8-13 = YEAR, MONTH, DAY OF HAUL 
COL 14-17 = LATITUDE (SET) 
COL 18 = E-EAST W-WEST BLANK-180 DEGREES 
COL 19-23 = LONGITUDE (SET) 
COL 24-26 = NUMBERS OF HOURS FISHED XX.X 
COL 27 = SEA CONDITION 
COL 28-30 = SURFACE WATER TEMP (C) XX.X 
COL 31-36 = HOOK SIZE (SMALL) AND NOS. OF SKATES FISHED 
COL 37-42 = HOOK SIZE (LARGE) AND NOS. OF SKATES FISHED 

Gillnet configurations by cruise 
 

FIRST TYPE GILLNET BRAIDED GILLNET MONOFILAMENT 
HAUL OF 

YEAR CRUISE DAY 
GEAR CODE-2 22 25 32 38 45 46 52 6 2 32 38 45 52 25 

 
1955 1 6/26 GA    X  X X X X   

 2 8/12 G  X  X  X  X   
 3 8/13 G  X  X  X  X   
1956 4 5/17 G   X X  X  X   

 5 5/25 G   X X  X  X   
 6 7/12 G   X X  X  X   
 7 7/13 G   X X  X  X   
 8 7/18 G    X  X  X   
1957 9 5/28 G   X X  X  X   

 10 6/10 G   X X  X  X   
 11 7/21 G   X X  X  X   
1958 12 5/28 G   X X  X  X   

 13 5/28 G   X X  X  X   
1959 14 4/24 G   X X  X  X   

 15 5/25 G   X X  X  X   
1960 16 5/18 G   X X  X  X   

 17 5/28 G   X X  X  X   
1961 18 5/ 5 G   X X X X  X   

 19 5/20 G   X X X X  X   
 20 6/ 5 G   X X X X  X   
 21 8/12 G X  X X X X  X   
1962 22 2/10 G X  X X X X  X  X 

 23 5/30 G   X X  X  X   X X 
 24 7/ 1 G   X X  X  X   X X 
 25 8/16 G   X X  X  X     
 26 11/21 G   X X  X  X     
1963 27 1/28 G   X X  X  X     

 28 2/11 G   X X  X  X     
 29 7/ 3 G   X X  X  X   X X 
 30 7/22 G   X X  X  X     
1964 31 1/20 GL X  X X  X  X     

 32 9/ 2 GL   X X  X  X     
1965 33 2/15 G X  X X  X  X     

 34 6/ 6 GLU        X     
 35 6/ 1 G        X     
 36 10/ 3 G X  X X  X  X     
1966 37 6/20 G      X  X     
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 37 7/14 G  X X  X X      
38 6/26 G  X X  X X     
39 7/ 8 G  X X  X X     

1967 40 1/30 G X X X X X X     
 41 6/24 G  X X  X X     
 41 7/ 8 G  X X  X X   X X 
1968 42 2/11 L            

 43 4/18 G  X X X X X    X  
 44 7/ 3 G  X X  X X      
1969 45 1/13 G X X X X X X      

 46 4/25 G  X X X X X   X X  
 47 7/ 3 G  X X  X X   X   
 47 8/ 3 G  X X  X X   X   
 47 9/ 6 G  X X  X X      
1970 48 2/ 1 G X X X X X X      

 49 4/26 GL  X X X X X      
 50 7/30 G  X X  X X      
1971 51 1/24 G X X X X X X  X X   

 52 4/25 G  X X X X X   X X  
 53 7/29 G  X X  X X X X X X  
1972 54 7/16 GL  X X X X X X X X X X 

 
 
Gillnet mesh size codes 

 

CODE MM INCHES INCH 
 

20 - 48 - 1.88976 -    
20 - 50 - 1.96850 - 2  
20 - 51 - 2.00787 - 2  
22 - 55 - 2.16535 - 2 1/4 
24 - 61 - 2.40157 - 2 3/8 
25 - 63 - 2.48031 -   
25 - 64 - 2.51968 - 2 1/2 
27 - 68 - 2.67716 - 2 5/8 
28 - 72 - 2.83464 - 2 7/8 
30 - 75 - 2.95275 - 3  
30 - 76 - 2.99212 - 3  
32 - 82 - 3.22834 - 3 1/4 
33 - 85 - 3.34645 - 3 3/8 
36 - 91 - 3.58267 - 3 5/8 
37 - 93 - 3.66141 - 3 3/4 
37 - 94 - 3.70078 - 3 3/4 
38 - 97 - 3.81889 - 3 7/8 
38 - 100 - 3.93700 - 3 7/8 
41 - 105 - 4.13385 - 4 1/8 
41 - 106 - 4.17322 - 4 1/8 
43 - 110 - 4.33070 - 4 3/8 
43 - 112 - 4.40944 - 4 3/8 
45 - 115 - 4.52755 - 4 1/2 
46 - 116 - 4.56692 - 4 5/8 
46 - 117 - 4.60629 - 4 5/8 
48 - 121 - 4.76377 - 4 7/8 
51 - 130 - 5.11810 - 5 1/8 -- COMMERCIAL-DROPOUT-

1967 
52 - 133 - 5.23621 - 5 1/4   
53 - 135 - 5.31495 - 5 3/8   
53 - 136 - 5.35432 - 5 3/8   
54 - 138 - 5.43306 -     
56 - 143 - 5.62991 - 5 5/8 -- COMMERCIAL-DROPOUT-

1967 
60 - 153 - 6.02361 - 6    
61 - 155 - 6.10235 - 6 1/8   
62 - 157 - 6.18109 - 6 1/4   
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LONGLINE HOOK SIZES 
 

CODE 
 

004 - 4 - SMALL 
100 - 1/0 – LARGE 

 
 

Trolling 
 

Trolling occurred only 5 times so it was not included in the data set. 
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Appendix C: IYS 2022 Pan-Pacific High Seas Expedition Data Policy  
 

 
 

IYS 2022 Pan-Pacific High Seas Expedition Data Policy 
 

 
 

Preamble 
 
The 2022 International Year of the Salmon (IYS) Pan-Pacific Winter High Seas Expedition is a 
collaborative, international project to address the scientific hypotheses around salmon survival in 
the Pacific Ocean. The project’s success, and its ultimate impact on science and society, relies 
upon professional coordination and data sharing across the project and the broader scientific 
community. A transparent Data Policy is essential to achieve the IYS science objectives, to 
facilitate collaboration, and deepen the impact of the IYS data. By participating in the 
International Year of the Salmon High Seas Expeditions you agree to the following Data Policy. 
The document is intended to be ‘socially binding’ with respect to the principles and common 
understanding described herein. The Policy does not preclude or replace any legal obligations or 
responsibilities that Participants or the institutions with which they are affiliated might incur.  
 
1. Overview 
 
The ultimate goal of this Data Policy is to facilitate data exchange between participating vessels 
and scientists and enable the publication of data from the International Year of the Salmon High 
Seas Expeditions to open-access domain-specific globally-integrated data repositories and 
license data for reuse under the Creative Commons Attribution License. As well, we aim to 
facilitate the creation of an IYS Data Catalogue to act as a single point of entry to access all IYS 
related datasets. To facilitate these goals this Data Policy should build trust, clarify requirements, 
and establish a common foundation on which to build data exchange relationships. 
 
The objectives of this Data Policy are to: 
 

1. Provide clear expectations to expedition scientists and organizers regarding data access 
and release, as well as authorship and acknowledgment. 
 

2. Ensure the fair and equitable use of IYS data and uphold the rights of individual scientists 
and institutions.  
 

3. Encourage the rapid publication and dissemination of scientific data, results and 
knowledge, to support the involvement of a broad user community. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2. Definitions 
 

● IYS data: Salmon ocean ecology data collected, measured, recorded, created or derived 
throughout the 2022 IYS Expeditions. This includes biological and biogeochemical data, 
derived data from analyzed laboratory sample material collected at sea, sample and event 
metadata, satellite data products and data collected from Argo floats or autonomous 
glider(s).  

● Data Provider: The Data Provider is defined as the person that owns and/or operates an 
instrument, creates and/or analyzes samples, produces a model output, or otherwise is in 
charge of producing a data set. The Data Provider is often the Principal Investigator of a 
particular research area and may be thought of as the data owner who has the authority to 
release the data under an open access license. The Data Provider is responsible for data 
quality and submission. 

● IYS Participants: Participants of the Expedition whose scientific activities are officially 
endorsed by the IYS Steering Committee. Participants are bound to the IYS Data Policy 
and will have access to the processed IYS data before public release.  

● IYS Data Scientists: Hakai Institute staff and the International Year of the Salmon / 
North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission secretariat tasked with mobilizing data 
collected by the International Year of the Salmon Expeditions.  

● Raw data: The data that are in the custom format of how they were collected and 
entered, or the format that is required by the scientists’ home institution. It is data directly 
produced by sensors, devices, or manual observation, prior to additional processing, 
calibration and quality assessment/control (never modified).  

● Processed data: Data that have had basic event and metadata quality assurance and result 
from data providers fitting their Raw Data into the IYS Data Format. 

● Derived data: Products based on raw data that may involve derivation of additional 
parameters or delayed-mode quality control using external data or post-use sensor 
calibration; model data or a combination with any external data, eg. by data assimilation, 
visualization, classification, or clustering.  

● Synthesis data: Data from the IYS High Seas Expeditions combined with already 
published, historic or model data. 

● Data Packages: A .zip file containing (for a template Data Package see here): 
○ a statement of data accessibility: i.e. can the data be made public immediately, or 

at a later date. If at a later date, then justification is required. 
○ the processed data (.xlsx or .csv format)  
○ a data dictionary with definitions, units (SI units preferred), and a short 

description of each variable 
○ a brief (300 word max) abstract describing what data were collected, how data 

were collected, and why data were collected 
○ sampling protocols, calibration files and documentation of processing steps. 

 
3. Metadata Standards and Supplementary Information 
 
Standard metadata must be provided by Data Providers in order to populate metadata records in 
the IYS Data Catalogue. These records conform to the Canadian Integrated Ocean Observing 

https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/about/raw/main/data_package_example/data.xlsx
https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/about/tree/main/data_package_example
https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/about/tree/main/data_package_example
http://iys.hakai.org/
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metadata profile, which is an extension of ISO 19115-2:2019 and ISO 19157:2013 metadata 
profiles. Required fields that must be provided by Data Providers of each Data Package include: 
names, roles and email addresses of dataset authors, dataset title, keywords, sampling instrument 
names, sampling depths, and limitations to interpretation of the data for external users. This 
information must be entered for each expected dataset via the IYS 2022 Metadata Spreadsheet 
(Note you may first have to request edit access to this document). 
 
Supplementary materials must be submitted with a Data Package to provide additional contextual 
information about measurement details, methods, relevance, lineage, quality, usage and access 
restrictions of the data. Required supplementary materials are explained in the definition of a 
Data Package. 
 
The IYS Metadata Catalogue will provide a centralized point of access and reliable, long-term 
storage for the metadata records for each individual data package produced. Metadata records 
will be stored during and beyond the duration of the IYS project. Metadata entered in the IYS 
Metadata Spreadsheet by Data Providers is entered into the IYS Metadata Catalogue ahead of the 
Expedition by the IYS Data Scientists or IYS Coordinators, and will be publicly visible. Once 
IYS data are processed, standardized and published to the relevant data repository, the metadata 
records in the IYS-OOS will be updated to include a link to the processed and standardized data. 
The responsibility for the accuracy of the metadata record lies with the Data Provider.  
 
4. Data Ingestion, Archiving, and Sharing among IYS Participants 
 
The 2022 International Year of the Salmon GitHub Repository will archive Processed Data and 
serve as the master copy of each Processed Dataset to share internally among IYS Participants. 
Only IYS Participants and IYS Data Scientists will have access to the data in this repository prior 
to publication. Data Packages containing Processed Data should be sent to the IYS Data 
Scientists (secretariat@npafc.org) according to the timelines defined in this document (Table 1) 
for ingestion into the data archive.  
 
Table 1. Description of IYS data categories and their schedule of availability to IYS participants 
(via 2022 IYS GitHub Repository) and public release. 
  Availability 

Data Category Example datasets To Participants To Public 

At sea observations / 
Data reported in 
Cruise Report  

Fish trawl, specimen 
measurements, bridge 
log, wildlife 
observations, CTD 

Immediate after basic 
QA/QC 

June 1st, 2022 

Sensor data Argo float / glider, 
CTD 

Immediate after basic 
QA/QC 

November 1st, 2022 

Post expedition 
laboratory sample 

Stock ID, pathogen, 
physical 

As soon as available No later than March 
31st, 2024 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1grJN_xPZScd4r-IgUK7v_jnCs5IGKhDDElTskt6qdAQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://iys.hakai.org/dataset
https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/
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analysis oceanography 

Satellite  Chlorophyll a, 
radiance  

As soon as available No later than March 
31st, 2024 

Metadata All datasets Before cruise Before cruise 

 
 
Early access by the IYS Participants to the data is crucial for successful collaboration. Hence, all 
processed data must be made available to all IYS Participants as fast as possible. Data included 
in the Cruise report following the Expedition should become publicly available at the same time 
as the report is published. Processed data shared with the IYS Data Scientists will be stored on 
the 2022 IYS GitHub repository and become freely available to all IYS Participants.  
 
For IYS Participants who would like to use (analyze and publish) data collected during the 2022 
IYS Expedition before data are released publicly, the Data Provider must be informed and 
offered collaboration on the scientific analysis and must be offered co-authorship based on the 
principles described in section “Authorship and Acknowledgement” below. The Data Provider 
may object to the usage of data in a publication if that publication conflicts with his or her own 
publication strategy. Any such objection must be discussed and agreed upon in writing with the 
IYS High Seas Coordinator and the Chief Scientist. The Data Provider may not object to the 
usage of data beyond the public release date.  
 
For raw data archived on a national or institutional data storage platform, IYS Participants are 
encouraged to connect directly with the Data Provider to request access or ask questions. Raw 
data will not be stored on the 2022 IYS GitHub repository. The Data Provider is responsible for 
ensuring raw data longevity. 
 
Exceptions to the processed data delivery deadlines can be made but must be discussed with the 
Chief Scientist (Evgeny Pakhomov) and the IYS High Seas Expedition Coordinator ahead of the 
Expedition and dispute resolution regarding unauthorized data use should also be taken up with 
the Chief Scientist.  
 
5. Public Release of Data 
 
Good progress of a highly collaborative and interdisciplinary project like the IYS requires open 
availability of data to a wide user audience as early as possible. At the same time, it is important 
to acknowledge the substantial work that goes into collecting, quality controlling, formatting, 
documenting, and releasing scientific data. IYS policies pertaining to data use and 
acknowledgment aim to balance these two principles. Data access and usage policies change 
over time according to a staged process outlined in Table 1. 
 
All processed IYS data will by default become freely and publicly available on the 2022 IYS 
GitHub repository based on the data type and data identified in Table 1. This table identifies the 
dates on which the GitHub repository will either be made public, or folders will be transferred to 
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a public repository. Additionally, the metadata records in the IYS Metadata Catalogue will be 
updated to include a link to the publicly visible processed data. From this date on, there will be 
no restrictions on data usage aside from Creative Commons Attribution licensing, but data users 
are strongly encouraged to communicate with Data Providers during early stages of all scientific 
analyses to ensure accurate usage and interpretation of data. 
 
6. Data Standardization and Publication 
 
Clear, consistent documentation and standardization of IYS data will help to support a strong and 
lasting IYS data legacy, promote the broad and appropriate use of IYS data including the reuse 
and citation of data. The publication and mobilization of IYS data to open-access domain-
specific globally-integrated data repositories will be supported by the IYS Data Scientists. To 
this end, IYS Participants will be provided an IYS Data Template to record core observations 
common between each vessel including Trawl Data, Specimen Data, CTD data, and Rosette 
Data. Data Providers should transform their Raw Data into Processed Data using the IYS Data 
Template and submit their data in this format.  
 
For datasets other than those noted above, IYS participants are provided a general template for 
formatting using consistent station names, date formats, and location formats in the data package 
example. 
 
The ultimate goals for data publication are to ensure IYS data interoperability at both the project 
and global scales so that IYS data can be integrated internally and with other global datasets.  
 
7. Authorship and Acknowledgment 
 
Generally, co-authorship on publications and other public documentation must be offered to 
those that have made a substantial contribution following the Code of Good Scientific 
Practice. An inclusive co-authorship approach is encouraged. Chief Scientists should be notified 
about planned publications that focus on data or samples collected at sea and should be 
considered for co-authorship if appropriate as defined by the Code of Good Scientific Practice. 
Co-authorship on publications and other public documentation must generally be offered to those 
that a) have made a substantial contribution to the creative process, that is, to the conception and 
design of the study, or to the analysis and interpretation of the data; b) have contributed to the 
preparation of the communications, reports, or publications that have arisen; c) be able to present 
in detail their contribution to the project and to discuss the main aspects of the overall research. 
Lead authors have the ultimate decision authority and responsibility to identify and appropriately 
engage co-authors.  
 
IYS data will serve as a basis for derived or synthesis data products and manuscripts. To track 
the impact of IYS Data, and to comply with the Creative Commons Attribution License, IYS 
data must be referenced in publications and other public documentation, specifically by 
including relevant digital object identifiers (DOIs) and recommended citation found in the IYS 
Data Catalogue for each dataset.  
 
 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/about/tree/main/data_package_example/data.xlsx
https://github.com/international-year-of-the-salmon/about/tree/main/data_package_example/data.xlsx
https://www.isglobal.org/documents/10179/2484371/Code+of+Good+Scientific+Practice/03ee46c2-b5e9-4658-9d16-0450f736f7ee
https://www.isglobal.org/documents/10179/2484371/Code+of+Good+Scientific+Practice/03ee46c2-b5e9-4658-9d16-0450f736f7ee
https://iys.hakai.org/
https://iys.hakai.org/
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